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Abstract

Furfural is an important platform chemical, because it can be used for a wide range of
applications, such as bio-fuels and as a starting material for common polymers and phar-
maceuticals. Furfural can be produced from biomass and can therefore play a vital role
in reducing our dependency on fossil fuels in the future. From the production process of
furfural, an aqueous solution is obtained with small amounts of furfural. To separate the
furfural from this solution, the present separation methods require large amounts of energy
which determines the economic feasibility. An alternative separation method is presented
in this work by combining two approaches; deep eutectic solvents (DES) with supported
liquid membranes (SLM). The advantage of the DES, a novel solvent class, is that these
are non-flammable, biodegradable, have a negligible vapour pressure and are tunable. By
impregnating a membrane support with this solvent, a new SLM is created. SLMs have
higher contact areas and combines extraction and re-extraction in a single step which is
advantageous over common liquid-liquid extraction.

The SLMs need to be hydrophobic to be able to isolate furfural from an aqueous mixture.
The chosen membrane support were PP2EHF and 32M03A, made from polypropylene and
polyethylene, respectively. The DESs, decanoic acid:thymol (1:1), decanoic acid:menthol
(1:1) and thymol:lidocaine (2:1), were chosen based on their favourable interactions with
furfural. In previous work it was shown that the transport of furfural is equilibrium lim-
ited. This work attempts to overcome this limitation by evaluating if the SLMs remain
stable under vacuum conditions and replacing the receiving phase with a nitrogen sweep
gas. With these strategies the vapour pressure would effectively be zero at this side of the
membrane, creating a larger driving force which could be maintained for longer periods of
time.

The prepared SLMs are subjected to vacuum conditions to evaluate if the DESs would
remain inside the pores. It is found that the capillary forces in the largest pores of the
used membrane supports are not large enough to overcome the pressure difference, except
for the combination of the thymol:lidocaine (2:1) and PP2EHF membrane. This one is
found to be not suitable due to the interfacial tensions with water inside the pores. By
replacing the receiving side with a nitrogen sweep gas, >95 % furfural could be removed
in 24 h. However, only 26 % of the furfural could be recovered from the nitrogen gas. The
influence of the different DESs as well as the flow rates of the nitrogen are investigated.
The flow rate should be high enough to overcome boundary layer effects, which is achieved
at 5 L min−1. Diffusion coefficients are estimated based on the concentration changes and
are in the range of 4 10−10m2 s−1. This is about 10 times higher than what would have
been expected based on the viscosities of the DESs. This was found to be partially due
to the water that was co-transported alongside the furfural, despite the hydrophobicity of
the SLM.

Furthermore, a thermodynamic model based on statistical mechanics (PC-SAFT) is ap-
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plied to investigate the mechanisms of furfural entering and exiting the deep eutectic
solvent. The DESs are implemented as pure components and the parameters are fitted to
their densities and vapour pressures. The goal is to accurately predict the vapour-liquid
equilibria of the DES-furfural systems. The PC-SAFT predictions are improved by the ad-
dition of temperature dependent binary interaction parameter to better correspond with
the experimentally found values. However, even without this parameter, the trends of the
vapour-liquid equilibria can be estimated with PC-SAFT model relatively well.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

For the past century, society has come to rely on fossil fuels for the generation of energy and

the production of chemicals. The demand for fossil fuel products has risen dramatically

and will continue to do so, due to the vast expansion in human population and the rise

in welfare. Nowadays it is evident that the carbon dioxide released during combustion

of fossil fuels is the main cause for climate change. Additionally, there is still debate

on when, fossil fuels sources will eventually be depleted [1]. In other words, alternative

sources are required for our materials, chemicals and fuels in the future and will be crucial

in the progress of the global community. Theoretically, all human progression could be

suspended and society could wait several million years for new biomass to turn into fossil

fuel, a better option would be to use the biomass directly. The industrial conversion of

biomass into fuels and chemicals is known as bio-refinery. The idea of such a bio-refinery

is displayed in Figure 1.1. We want to create the building blocks needed to produce our

materials, chemicals and fuels from biomass, and subsequently convert these into products.

The waste of these products, for example carbon dioxide, will in turn be incorporated into

new growing biomass, completing the circle.

Figure 1.1: A current oil-refinery and the idea of a bio-refinery from the future. Adapted
from a webinar of J.P. Hallet [2].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

To better understand this progress, we need to understand the composition of biomass.

While there is a huge variety of different types of biomass, their general chemical constitu-

ents are the same. These are displayed in Figure 1.2. The cellulose content is usually in

the range of 38-50 wt%, hemicellulose makes up 23-32 wt % and lignin can also be found

in that range [3].

Figure 1.2: Biomass and the chemical structures from which it is made, cellulose, hemice-
lulose and lignin. Adapted from the U.S. Department of Energy [3].

Cellulose is a polysaccharide consisting of a linear polymer and can contain a few hun-

dred up to several thousands of D-glucose units. The glucose units are linked by the

1-4-β glyosidic bonds, in which 1 and 4 refer to the positions on the glucose unit. The

β-configuration facilitates a linear chain conformation, which enables a micro fibril struc-

ture. These micro fibrils are embedded in a matrix of hemicellulose. Hemicellulose is a

2 Furfural Separation from Aqueous Solutions using Deep Eutectic Solvents in SLM



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

mixture of branched polysaccharides that consists of different kinds of hexose and pentose

sugars and has a much lower molecular weight than cellulose [4]. Moreover, lignin is a

complex biopolymer consisting of cross-linked phenolic groups. The mechanical strength

and rigidity of the lignin polymer is what allows huge trees of several hundred feet tall to

remain upright. Lignin also plays a major role in liquid transport and in the plants defence

mechanisms, due to it aromaticity, complexity, mechanical strength and water-insolubility

[5].

In essence, a bio-refinery is similar to an the oil-refinery: an abundant raw material consist-

ing primarily of renewable polysaccharides and lignin enters the bio-refinery and, through

an array of processes, is fractionated and converted into a mixture of products such as bio-

fuels, chemicals, materials and direct energy [6]. In Figure 1.3, a flow chart is shown with

a glimpse of the many possibilities a bio-refinery has. In a first step, the bio-refinery will

extract value-added chemicals already present in the biomass. This includes materials for

fragrances, flavouring agents and valuable nutraceuticals which provide health and medical

benefits [6, 7]. After that, a bio-refinery will focus on processing plant polysaccharides and

lignin into chemical feedstocks for bio-derived materials and fuels. The polysaccharides can

undergo enzymatic hydrolysis after which they can be fermented into ethanol, which in turn

can be blended with conventional gasoline. Depending on the separation methods used, the

lignin can in some cases be directly applied as a for low-cost carbon fibres, fire-retardant

or as an additive to reinforce cement and asphalt [8, 9]. It can be useful, due to the the

aromatic nature of the lignin,to be depolymerized and employed as a chemical feedstock

similar to benzene, toluene, and xylene. Additionally, the sugars from the (hemi-)cellulose

can be used to produce more valuable products than bio-ethanol, such as glycols, ketones,

longer alcohols, levulinic acid, 5-hydroxymethylfurfural (HMF) and furfural. Furfural is

the component that is the focus of this work.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.3: Schematic overview of the possible products handled in a bio-refinery. Adapted
from a webinar given by J.P. Hallet [2].

Furfural has been described as ”the sleeping beauty of all the bio-renewable chemicals”,

because of its application possibilities in many industries such as plastics, pharmaceuticals

and agrochemicals [10]. A small selection of the chemicals that can be made from furfural

are displayed in Figure 1.4. Furfural itself can act as solvent and is used in the industry,

for example for the extraction of aromatics from diesels and vegetable oils. Furfural can be

used as a weed killer and other herbicides, fungicides and nematicides. Furfuryl alcohol,

which can be made by hydrogenating furfural, was one of components used as hypergolic

starter fluids that ignite liquid rocket fuels spontaneously in space shuttles, because it can

ignite in the absence of oxygen [10]. Furthermore, furfuryl alcohol is the main ingredient in

wood-modification processes that convert softwoods to products with similar properties to

tropical hardwoods. This can be helpful in bringing a halt to further tropical deforestation,

which is a huge factor in greenhouse emissions [11]. More importantly however, tetrahy-

drofuran can be made from furfural which is an important solvent used as the starting

material in the production of nylon and polytetramethylene ether glycols (spandex) by
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

polymerizing tetrahydrofuran. Before tetrahydrofuran was made from petroleum, furfural

was actually used for the production of nylon-6,6 [12]. Another product from furfural,

furan-2, 5-dicarboxylic acid, can substitute for terephthalic acid in the production of poly-

esters to make the well-known PET-bottles. In summary, furfural can be used for a very

wide range of applications and fits largely within the existing chemical infrastructure. This

is why it is referred to as a platform chemical.

Figure 1.4: A small selection of furfural-derived chemicals and biofuels from Mariscal [12].

The Quaker Oats company started the industrial production of furfural in 1921, using

oat hulls, corn cobs and sugar cane bagasse [10]. However, because of limited demand and

high-maintenance costs, the yield of furfural and its production methods have not improved

significantly since the 1980s [13]. The reaction pathway of the furfural process is shown

in Figure 1.5. In this process, the pentosan fraction of the lignocellulose is dissolved in an

aqueous solution and is converted into monosaccharides by an acid hydrolysis [10, 14]. Sul-

furic acid is most commonly used for this purpose, but there are variations of the furfural

process that use solid catalysts instead. After a pentose has been formed, such as xylose or
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

arabinose, this fraction is dehydrated and furfural is produced. This results in a mixture

of furfural, sulfuric acid, substantial amount of water, poly- and mono-saccharides. Under

these conditions, furfural can react with itself, referred to as ”furfural resinification” and

it can react with an intermediate within the pentose-to-furfural converson, which com-

monly called ”furfural condensation” [13]. These reactions can form polyfurfurals which

are udesired, and should be brought to a mimimum. These can only take place in the same

aqueous phase, so to prevent this, furfural is continuously extracted from the reactor using

either steam or an organic solvent. Toluene is often used as organic solvent. Other common

options include benzene, ethyl acetate and alcohols [15, 16]. Subsequently, the steam or the

organic solvent with the furfural is subjected to a series of distillation columns, resulting in

high energy consumption. Another major drawback of the use of organic solvents is their

volatility, flammability and toxicity, posing possible risks for both human health and the

environment.

Figure 1.5: The reaction from a polysaccharide (xylan), forming a monosaccharide (xylose)
which dehydrated towards furfural.

If furfural is to be implemented as the chemical platform it can be, the separation of

furfural from this previously described mixture needs to be improved. A combination of two

technologies is presented in this work to offer a possible solution to this separation problem.

A novel solvent class, namely deep eutectic solvents (DES), is used in combination with

a supported liquid membrane system to improve the separation of furfural from aqueous

solutions. These two approaches will be explained in more detail in Chapter 2. The

advantages and disadvantages of their use is discussed, alongside the research that has

been done related to these fields. Experiments are conducted to investigate the influences
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

of several types of DES, different setups and a number of process conditions that have been

varied. Furthermore, the theory behind the thermodynamic modelling will be presented,

which has been used to gain more insight in the conditions under which furfural enters and

leaves the DES. This should assist in developing reliable models to predict the behaviour

of the DESs in the future. The experimental setups and solution strategies that have

been used are elaborately written down in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the results of these

experiments and models are discussed, before reaching a conclusion in Chapter 5. After

this, an outlook will be presented what is further possible.

Furfural Separation from Aqueous Solutions using Deep Eutectic Solvents in SLM 7





Chapter 2

Background theory

This chapter discusses theory involved in this work and is divided in three main sections.

First, the basic principles of supported liquid membranes (SLM) are discussed. This part

is mostly based on the works of Kislik [17] on liquid membrane principles and Schlosser

[18] on the topic of separation by membrane based solvent extraction. In addition, in the

second part of this chapter the theory behind ionic liquids and deep eutectic solvents will

be explained as well as why their properties might assist in overcoming some of the major

drawbacks of current SLM technology. Furthermore, this part will summarize the results

of several scientific papers that dealt with the same or similar separation problems, in

order to complete the overview of scientific literature on the separation of furfural from

aqueous solutions. In the third part of this chapter, the thermodynamic modelling and its

underlying theory will be explained.

2.1 Supported Liquid Membranes

A membrane can be defined as a semi-permeable barrier between two phases. When one

component of a mixture moves through the membrane faster than another component of

that mixture, it can be used as separation technology. A liquid can also act as a bar-

rier between two phases, and when it enables transport between the two phases, a liquid

membrane (LM) is formed. A liquid membrane system effectively combines a liquid-liquid

extraction and a membrane separation in one process. It is often the case that the li-

quid that is used as extracting agent is from organic/hydrophobic nature and the phases

it separates, the feed and receiving phase, consists of aqueous solutions. This is because

the industrial applications for which SLM has been used are for example in the area of

removing harmful or unwanted components from fruit juices [19], municipal waste water

treatment [17] or retrieving valuable components from aqueous fermentation broths [20]. A

reverse arrangement, with hydrophilic support/liquid membrane phase and organic phases
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as feed and/or receiving phase is also possible. When the receiving phase is replaced by a

sweep gas or a vacuum, the process can also be referred to as pervaporation process [21].

When the liquid membrane is supported by soaking the extracting liquid into the pores of

a polymeric or inorganic microporous support (membrane), a supported liquid membrane

(SLM) is created. Another configuration that is possible is that the liquid membrane phase

is immobilised between two micro- or non-porous films, which has also been described to

as a contained liquid membrane (CLM) instead of a supported liquid membrane [22]. The

advantage of this CLM-configuration is that the non-porous film is better in retaining the

liquid membrane phase, but will affect the selectivities and usually decrease the permeab-

ilities. These different types of configurations are displayed in Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.1 a)

a basic flat sheet representation of a liquid membrane can be seen, and is mostly used for

research purposes. For commercial applications higher surface area to volume ratios are

required, so in industry SLMs are used as spiral wound modules or in hollow fibre contact-

ors, as displayed in Figure 2.1 b). In Figure 2.1 c) the SLM is immobilised between two

nonporous films, which is much more stable, but often less suitable due to the higher mass

transfer resistances in non-porous layers. This is because of the higher diffusion coefficient

in liquids compared to solid (polymer) membranes.

Figure 2.1: Types of supported liquid membrane, a ) supported liquid membrane as flat
sheet, b ) Liquid membrane supported in microporous walls of a hollow fiber contactor, c )
Liquid membrane supported between two microporous films, F - feed (source solution), M
- membrane phase, NF nonporous film R - stripping solution, S - microporous wall [18] .

10 Furfural Separation from Aqueous Solutions using Deep Eutectic Solvents in SLM



CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND THEORY

The first reported SLM was in 1960 by Scholander and consisted of two thin cellulose

acetate filters impregnated with an aqueous hemoglobin solution for oxygen transport

[23]. Since then SLMs are implemented in all kinds of separation problems, due to their

flexibility easy preparation and implementation possibilities in continuous flowing systems.

They have been used in fields such as in wastewater treatment [17], hydrometallurgy [24],

the capture of carbon dioxide [25], environmental chemistry [26] , and in the pharmaceutical

industry [27].

2.1.1 Transport

SLM separation is a combination of a liquid-liquid extraction and its re-extraction in a

single step. Typically an organic solvent is confined in a porous support material by capil-

lary forces, and separates two aqueous solutions: a feed (source, donor) and the receiving

(strip, acceptor) phase. This is displayed in Figure 2.2 A. The components of interest in the

feed phase will diffuse through the liquid membrane phase, due to an imposed concentra-

tion gradient and based on a solution-diffusion mechanism. Then the solute is re-extracted

into the receiving phase on the other side of the membrane. This means however, that only

molecules with different physicochemical properties can be separated, and separation is not

based on size as is often the case with membrane separations. Transport of components

creates a concentration profile as is displayed in Figure 2.2 B, which includes the different

steps of a solute S, including its transport over the different boundary layers.

To describe the transport of solutes through the SLM-system, we will use a resistance-in-

series model, in which every mass-transfer step is represented. All these steps depend on

each other: (1) the solute molecules must first be transported across the boundary layer of

the aqueous feed stream, see Equation 2.1; (2) the dissolution of the solute molecule in the

liquid membrane phase from the aqueous phase, Equation 2.2; (3) transport of the solutes

through the liquid membrane phase formed into the pores of the membrane, commonly

described by a solution-diffusion mechanism, Equation 2.3; (4) desorption of the solute

molecules from the liquid membrane phase into the receiving phase and, Equation 2.4 (5)

Furfural Separation from Aqueous Solutions using Deep Eutectic Solvents in SLM 11
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Figure 2.2: (a) Scheme of the three-phase system transport through SLM and (b) with
related concentration profile and the different transport steps. F - feed (source solution),
SLM - supported liquid membrane, PTFE - Polytetrafluoroethylene, a common membrane
support R - Receiving phase. Adapted from Stefan et al.[18].

diffusion through the boundary layer of the receiving phase, Equation 2.5. The first and the

fifth steps can be omitted when there are insignificant mass transfer resistances between

the liquid and membrane phases. This assumption is valid for gas permeation or liquid

permeation with high flow rates in the fluid phases on both sides of the membranes [18].

Between steps 2-3 and 3-4 thermodynamic equilibrium conditions exist, which involve the

absorption and desorption of solutes to and from the liquid membrane phase. The following

equations can be used to estimate the mass transfer flow (mol s−1) of each step.

Step 1: NF = kFAF (CF − CFM) (2.1)

Step 2: KSLM/F =
CMw,F

CFM
(2.2)

Step 3: NSLM = kSLMASLM(CMw,R − CMw,F ) (2.3)
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CHAPTER 2. BACKGROUND THEORY

Step 4: KSLM/R =
CMw,R

CRM
(2.4)

Step 5: NR = kRAR(CR − CRM) (2.5)

Equations 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5 represent the mass transfer flux through the feed solution bound-

ary layer, the membrane liquid retained in the pores and receiving phase boundary layer,

respectively. In these equation, the concentration Cx are the same as in Figure 2.2. The

kx are the respective mass transfer coefficients at those stages, Ax are the areas of the

membrane, which in the case of flat sheets membrane are equal.

With this equation it is assumed that solute transfer through the membrane support is

negligible. This could be considered acceptable, since the diffusion coefficient of this com-

pounds in solids are generally 4 orders of magnitude lower than its values in liquids. Under

steady state conditions, the values for the mass transfer flow of Equations 2.3, 2.4 and 2.5,

should be identical, if steady state conditions apply. The contribution of each local trans-

port step on the overall transfer rate can be estimated from the equation that allows the

calculation of the overall mass transfer coefficient, Kov, written as a resistances-in-series

model:

1

Kov

=
1

KF

+
1

KSLM/R

+
1

KR

(2.6)
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2.1.2 SLM Stability

Although SLMs have a great number of advantages, their use in industry is relatively lim-

ited because of the stability of the membrane phase. This is because the membrane solvent

phase is only kept in the pores by the capillary forces and it is sometimes unavoidable that

the liquid membrane phase is pushed out of the pores or partially dissolved in feed or re-

ceiving phase. The minimum transmembrane pressure, Pc (N/m2) , necessary to force the

membrane liquid phase out of the pores can be described by the Laplace Equation [28, 29]:

∆Pc =
2γ

rp
cos Θ (2.7)

Where γ (N/m) is the interfacial tension between liquid membrane phase, Θ is the contact

angel between the pores and the membrane liquid phase and r is the pore radius (m).

Membranes do not have a single pore size, but rather a pore size distribution, resulting in

the lowest Pc for the largest pore in the membrane. For pressures higher than Pc, the liquid

will thus be pushed out of the corresponding pores. This Equation 2.7 is technically only

valid for cylindrical pores, and most SLM supports have highly irregular pore geometry.

Therefore, the Pc is larger in practice [30], which would indicate that the transmembrane

pressure is not the only cause of the SLM degradation.

Another mechanism for SLM degradation that has been proposed in literature by, among

others, Neplenbroek et al. and Zha. et al., is the emulsification of the membrane phase

due to lateral shear forces [28, 31]. Due to the hydrodynamic instabilities that occur at

the interface, emulsion droplets can be formed and in this way the liquid membrane phase

can be removed. A visual interpretation of this can be found in Figure 2.3, in which a

membrane support is shown, filled with a liquid and small droplets forming in the feed

phase. When a gas phase is used as the feed or receiving phase, the liquid phase may even

be evaporated over time [32].
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In other words, for long term permeations, there are different factors influencing the stabil-

ity of SLM; surface shear forces, membrane morphology and solvent selection. The limited

stability of SLMs hinders the application of this technology in industry. Therefore, the

stability of these membranes needs to be enhanced. Because there are different factors

influencing this stability, there is a lot of room to play with and therefore increase the

stability of which a few options will be discussed in the next chapter.

Figure 2.3: SLM degradation by emulsion formation (due to local deformation of LM phase
in the pores of the support) [17] .

2.1.3 Improving SLM stability

The operating conditions under which the SLM operation takes place, have an influence

on its stability, such as the membrane thickness, stirring or flow rate of the feed/receiving

phases, solute concentration in feed phase and operating temperature [17]. In general it can

be said that increasing the membrane thickness leads to higher stabilities, but also decreases

the permeability by extending the path over which the solute has to be transported. For

higher flow rates, the shear forces at the surfaces increases and thereby increasing the loss

of liquid membrane phase . The SLM stability depends also on the operating temperature.

The increasing operating temperature increases the solubility of both membrane solvent

and carrier in the aqueous phases and membrane lifetime decreases [33]. However, the

diffusion through the membrane, and thereby the permeability, increases due to lower

viscosity of the membrane phase, according to the Stokes-Einstein diffusion in Equation

2.8.
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DStokes =
kBT

6πηsolventrFF
(2.8)

Neplenbroek et al. studied a system for the removal of nitrate ions from an aqueous

feed phase and quaternary ammonium salts as carriers in their solvents of decanol and

dibutylphtalate (DBP) [31]. They found out, that by adding a counter-ion to the receiv-

ing phase, the amount of liquid removed from the SLM phase decreased. Furthermore,

increasing the solute concentration in the feed phase had the same effect, a decrease in the

emulsification of the liquid membrane phase. Besides the pore size, the pore structure has

also an influence. Takeuchi et al., improved the membrane stability by making elliptical

pores, oriented with their major axis parallel to the membrane surface, resulting in longer

life times [34].

Another study of Neplenbroek et al. [35] improved the stability by gelation of the li-

quid membrane using a hydrophobic gel forming reagent, based on poly(vinylchloride)

(PVC). By adding small amounts (with polymer content under 10 %), an open gel network

was created, see Figure 2.4 B. While this did improve the long term membrane stability

substantially, there was still a decrease in permeability, despite the open gel structure.

They also made a second type of gelled membrane with a more dense gel layer, in which

a thin crosslinked gel layer with a higher polymer content (40 % ) was applied at the

feed side of the membranes, see Figure 2.4 C. This was very effective in suppressing the

SLM-degradation caused by emulsion formation, because it became more difficult for the

membrane phase to let loose, as it were. The negative effect of this gel on the permeability

layer were relatively small, since the layer was very thin.
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Figure 2.4: Influence of a gel network on SLM stability: (A) without gel network: SLM
degradation by emulsion formation (due to local deformation of LM phase in the pores of
the support); (B) homogeneous gel network in LM phase; and (C) one thin dense gel layer
at the interface with the feed [17].

Instead of trying to prevent liquid membrane loss, Madavi et al., tried to continuously

impregnate the membrane by an adding an emulsion of the liquid membrane phase to the

feed phase [36]. In this way, the loss of liquid membrane phase was replaced, but at the

cost of polluting the feed phase. In summary, many attempts in improving the membrane

stability have been made, usually at the cost of permeability. This is why there is still a

need for better improvements to increase the stability of SLMs. One of the ways to do

this is by choosing a different kind of solvent. By choosing another solvent, one would

also obtain different results for partition coefficients, thermal stability, surface/interfacial

tensions and other physicochemical properties that influence the separation efficiency of the

chosen liquid membrane phase. For example, low interfacial interactions with the polymer

support can also lead to easier emulsifications. In other words, a highly tuneable set of

solvents is required in resolving problems with SLM technology. One way in which this

could be achieved is by looking at ionic liquids and deep eutectic solvents, which are often

referred to as tailor-made or tuneable components.
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2.2 Ionic Liquids & Deep Eutectic Solvents

Ionic liquids (ILs) are compounds composed of two parts, a cation and an anion. By

definition, ILs are salts with melting points (mp) below 100 ◦C or more often even lower

than room temperature [37]. The cationic part of the IL is based on nitrogen-rich, alkyl-

substituted heterocyclic cations and can include compounds such as imidazolium, N-

alkylpyridinium, tetraalkylammonium and tetraalkylphosphonium ions. Common anionic

compounds consist of bulky versions of halides, nitrates, acetates, phosphates or borates.

Many popular anions are substituted with electron- withdrawing fluorine atoms, such as

trifluoromethanesulfonate or tetrafluoroborate, which aids delocalisation of the negative

charge. Ionic liquids with non-halogenated anions have recently been developed due to

their lower price and lower toxicity/environmental burden [9]. Although, the reasons for

low melting points of ILs are not clear, because they consist of bulky inorganic anions

with delocalized charged organic cations, it is assumed this prevents the formation of a

stable crystal lattice or random molecular packing resulting in lower melting points [37].

The most remarkable property of the ILs that has increased attention for them is their

negligible vapour pressure, even at high temperatures. The use of non-volatile compounds

as a separation agent instead of volatile organic solvents currently used in industry has the

potential of reducing the cost of solvent losses and decreasing contamination of the purge

streams released to the environment [38]. However, the toxicity and the environmental im-

pact of the ILs is not yet sufficiently investigated. In general the toxicity is related to the

properties of the cation and anion that make up the IL. Before any large scale industrial

process with ILs is implemented, their impact on humans and the environment should be

addressed, as well as the possible breakdown and decomposition reactions in more detail

[38].

Deep Eutectic Solvents (DESs) also consists of two parts, namely a hydrogen bond donor

(HBD) and a hydrogen bond acceptor (HBA). These can be mixed together at certain molar

ratios, which result in an eutectic with a melting point much lower than the individual
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starting materials. This melting point depression, as first reported by Abbott et al., is

most significantly observed for a mixture of choline chloride (melting point 302 ◦ C) and

urea (melting point 133 ◦ C) [39]. This is shown in Figure 4, in which the melting point

is displayed as function of composition. At a ratio of urea:choline chloride of 2:1, the

melting point is the lowest at 12 ◦C. This behaviour was attributed to hydrogen bonding

interactions between the two components, which decreased the lattice energy of the system

[40]. A visualization of this is shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.5: Melting point of choline chloride/ urea mixture as a function of the composition
[39].

Figure 2.6: Visualization of the hydrogen bond donation and acceptance in a deep eutectic
solvent, in this case a HBD and choline chloride as HBA [41].

Compared to ILs, DESs have a number of advantages. First of all, the initial components

used for DESs are often much cheaper, and the preparation of the DES is relatively easy

and usually requires no further purification. The most common preparation for DES is the
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heating method. In this method, the starting materials are heated and stirred until a clear

liquid is formed. Generally, the temperature range for this method is between 40-80 ◦C. In

some cases, the method of preparation will affect the properties of the solvent formed, so

alternative methods have been developed such as grinding the components together or by

using freeze drying [42]. The other important advantage of DES over IL is that the com-

position of the two components does need to be exactly at its eutectic point. By varying

these ratios, one can still obtain a liquid at room temperature, but not at its exact eutectic

point. This creates another degree of freedom, when tuning the ability of the DES to the

desired application [40].

The solvent classes of IL and DES have similar, but exceptional, properties, including their

liquid state at relatively low temperatures, often room temperature, their non-flammability

and negligible vapour pressure. Most importantly however, is the possibility of choosing

the right set of cation/anion or HBD/HBA pairs. In this way the desired physicochem-

ical properties of a solvent can be designed to solubilize specific compounds at certain

conditions. This makes both IL and DES applicable for large quantities of applications,

including gas separations and CO2 capture [25, 38], aromatic from aliphatic compounds

[43], breaking azeotropes [40] and solubilizing all kinds of organic compounds [17, 18, 44, 9].

The possibility of solubilizing all kinds of different organic compounds creates opportun-

ities for bio-refining processes, in which it is desired to obtain the different chemicals from

biomass that are currently still produced in fossil fuel industries. The solvents used in

a bio-refinery should be able to dissolve biomass, catalyse the hydrolysis reactions or re-

actions to intermediate or final products or effectively separate these products. Due to

the higher selectivity of ILs and DESs the processes can be performed at relatively mild

conditions compared to commercially standard processes for biomass refining, like alkali

treatments, acidic hydrolysis and steam explosions [44] [9].

A lot of research has been done on these topics. A large overview can be found in the
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review of Brandt et al., in which they present a large variety of ILs that can fractionate

the biomass, as well as ILs to solubilize the individual biopolymers, such as cellulose and

lignin [9]. Another example is presented by Carneiro et al., who researched the solubility

of monosaccharides, such as glucose, fructose, sucrose and their alcoholic equivalents in

dicyanamide-based ILs and linked these to PC-SAFT predictions [44]. More on that in the

PC-SAFT section of this chapter (2.3). Cascon et al., used sulfosuccinate and dicyanamide

anion-based room temperature ILs to obtain typical products from aqueous fermentation

broths, such as n-butanol [45]. It was also shown that n-butanol could be effectively re-

moved from mixtures with ethanol-acetone, other by-products in fermentation processes,

by Merlet et al. [46] also with phosphate based ILs. Young et al. studied the ability of

a polar based IL, namely, 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium methyl sulfate ([EMIM][CH3SO4])

to extract lipids from biomass samples [47]. They proposed that the action of the polar

covalent molecule was mainly to disrupt the cell wall and thereby improved the efficiency

at which the lipid was extracted from the biomass.

Fransisco et al. showed that it was possbile to selectively dissolve the main bio-polymers

(lignin, cellulose and starch) in anum DESs[41]. This would be advantageous for the ex-

traction of different components in a bio-refinery.

Also furfural can be extracted with ILs, as described by Pei et al. [48] and with DESs by

Saha et al. [49]. These were both in a liquid-liquid extraction set up, which comes with

their own limitations. Extractive methods of separation in two or three phase systems are

widely studied for the separation of liquid solutions. Classical solvent extraction is based

on partitioning of components between two immiscible or partially miscible phases and is

widely used in numerous separations of industrial interest. Liquid-Liquid extraction is done

by dispersing one phase into the other, which could be the source of many of its limitations

such as flooding and entrainment of the dispersed phase into an aqueous raffinate, the

formation of stable and difficult to separate emulsions, etc. [32]. To solve these problems,

new ways of liquids contacting have been developed of which SLM is one [32, 18].
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An advantage of SLM over liquid-liquid extraction is the possibility of using more ex-

pensive reagents, due to low amounts required in thin membrane. SLM separation is a

combination of a liquid-liquid extraction and its re-extraction in a single step. This can

potentially generate huge energy savings and combined with the relatively easy scale up,

lower capital and operating costs [50].

Also for the combination of IL and SLM, several papers can be found. Mainly in the area

of separating gasses such as CO2 [51][52] or CH4 [53]. But also for valuable components

from biomass such as; Heitmann et al. who used cyanoborate and phosphate based ILs,

similar to Carneiro et al., to separate n-butanol from aqueous mixtures in a IL-based per-

vaporation membrane [54]. Also for the recovery of acetatic acid from water [55].
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2.3 Thermodynamic modelling

Fundamental to all forms of process modelling and simulation are the models used to de-

scribe physical properties of the components involved. These properties, originating from

thermodynamic behaviour, can include the phase-equilibria, solubilities, mixture densities,

fugacities and activity coefficients. The selection of a model and its parameters has an in-

fluence on the final outcome, which is why an appropriate model must be chosen carefully.

In this work, the interest is in the mixtures of furfural and the DESs, their solubilities and

most importantly, their phase behaviour. In other words, how strong does furfural bind to

DESs and what are the conditions required to remove the furfural again. By using appropri-

ate thermodynamic models, the goal is to gain more insight in the underlying mechanisms.

Once these are understood, the model can be used to predict the equilibria data of interest,

which can significantly reduce the amount of experimental work required, which is often

time consuming. The principal thermodynamic models are the equations of state (EoS),

which can be expressed as functions of pressure, volume and temperature, usually P (V, T )

or V (P, T ). A large variety of different EoS is available. This chapter describes the theory

involved behind the chosen model of PC-SAFT, as well why this specific model was chosen.

2.3.1 EoS equations

A wide range of Equations of State (EoS) can be used when the components of interest

consists of relatively simple molecules. Their intermolecular interactions are dominated by

repulsion and dispersive forces. This includes van der Waals interaction, as well as weak

electrostatic interactions due to dipoles, as can be seen in Figure 2.7. Quintessential cubic

EoS models, such as van der Waals EoS, Peng-Robinson and Soave-Redlich-Kwong will

suffice for simple fluids and their interactions [38]. These are called cubic EoS because

they can be rewritten as a cubic function of the molar volume Vm [56].

However, when the complexity of the involved interactions increases due to polarity, as-
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Figure 2.7: Bond strengths from simple van der Waals attractions through associating
fluids to chemical bonds [38].

sociations, spherical assymmetry or the presence of charge transfer and H-bonding, the

limitations of well-established cubic EoS become visible [38]. Statistical Associating Fluid

Theory (SAFT) EoS attempt to take into account these more complex interactions.

2.3.2 SAFT-based equations

Originally, the SAFT EoS was theoretically derived by Wertheim in 1984-1986 [57][58].

Later on, this was adapted by Chapman et al. [59]. Later on variations and adaptations

were made, with mainly differences in their description of dispersive interaction, but the

general principle remains the same. In Figure 2.8 the separate steps necessary to describe

and model the final molecule are shown. First, a fluid is assumed to consist of equal-sized

hard spheres (b), then a dispersive potential is added to account for attractions between

the spheres (c), e.g. the square-well or Lennard-Jones potential. Next, each sphere is given

two (or more) sticky spots, which enables the formation of chains (d). Finally, specific

interaction sites are introduced at certain positions in the chain which enable the chains

to associate through some attractive interaction (e). This attractive interaction is often

taken as a square well potential (which will be explained later), and can for example be

the hydrogen bonding.
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Figure 2.8: Procedure to form a molecule in the SAFT model: (a) the proposed molecule
containing chain and association sites; (b) initially the fluid is a hard-sphere fluid; (c)
attractive forces are added; (d) chain sites are added and chain molecules appear; (e)
association sites are added and molecules form association complexes through association
sites [56].

All these different steps are then written in terms of residual molar Helmholtz energy, ares,

which describes the deviation from an ideal gas relative to an ideal gas and is given by

Equation 2.9.

ares = aseg + achain + aassoc (2.9)

In this equation, aseg is the Helmholtz energy of the segment, including the hard-sphere

reference and the dispersion terms, achain is the contribution of the chain formation, and

the association contribution is represented by aassoc. By splitting the Helmholtz energy

into additive components, many variations are possible and have also been proposed in

literature.
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Besides the original SAFT, there is CK-SAFT, simplified SAFT, LJ-SAFT, the soft-SAFT

and PC-SAFT [56]. Their differences lie primarily in the different terms used for the

dispersion term, as will be elaborated for the PC-SAFT model in the following sections.

Almost all SAFT-based models require five pure compound parameters with well-defined

meaning:

• The chain length number or number of segments, m,

• The temperature independent segment diameter, σ,

• A segment energy parameter, ε,

• The volume of association, κAiBi ,

• The association energy, εAiBi ,

The last two parameters represent the association strength. This is done by a square-well

potential, in which the association energy ( εAiBi) can be viewed as the well depth and the

association volume (κAiBi) as the well width. For pure components, these two parameters

are only required if a compound is self-associating, as for example water and alcohols are

[60]. These parameters are involved in describing the potential energy between the pair

of the segment of a chain which is given as a modified square-well potential, which was

suggested by Chen and Kreglewski [61].

u(r) =



∞ r < (σ − s1)

3 ε (σ − s1) ≤ r < σ

- ε σ ≤ r < λσ

0 r ≥ λσ

(2.10)

where u(r) is the pair potential, r is the radial distance between the two segments, σ is the

temperature independent segment diameter, ε denotes the depth of the potential well and

λ is the reduced well width, which based on the association volume, κAiBi . s1 is constant

defined by s1 = 0.12 σ, as proposed by Chen and Kreglewski [61]. In computational terms,

this potential model is a very simple description, the step function in the pair potential at
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r < σ accounts for an essential feature of real molecule behaviour, the soft repulsion. The

soft repulsion is introduced, because molecules have a collision diameter of σ only when

they collide at infinitely slow speed (zero temperature limit). Increasing temperature will

result in a lower collision diameter.

To illustrate the concept of a potential with well depths and widths, a comparison can

be made to the better known Lennard-Jones (L-J) potential, since no graphs are available

for the modified square-well potential. In Figure 2.9, the strength of the L-J potential

is shown as a function of the radius between an hydrogen and a carbon atom. Similar

to the described square-well potential, the L-J potential has a hard-sphere diameter of σ

and a well depth ε, meaning that at the lowest point of the graph, the potential function

has a value of −ε. The main difference between these two potentials is the fact the L-J

considers the distance between atoms, and the square-well potential for PC-SAFT is about

the distance between chains of segments.

Figure 2.9: Lennard-Jones potential of a carbon-hydrogen interaction, as function of their
distance from each other. With σ being also a hard-sphere diamter and ε the well depth
[62].
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Instead of original SAFT EoS, a model that describes DESs as non-spherical molecules,

is more applicaple, such as the model proposed by Gross and Sadowski [63].

2.3.3 PC-SAFT

In this adaptation the dispersion is split up in both attractive and repulsive forces, which

are taken into account by a perturbation expansion. More importantly however is that

first a chain is formed, before the combined dispersive forces are added. In this way, the

emphasis is on the dispersion forces between the chains of molecules, rather than between

segments. These chains are more representative in describing the DESs, because the DES

form chains based on their hydrogen bond interaction. This makes PC-SAFT an advant-

ageous method in this work. Referring to Figure 2.10 clarifies this. Instead of adding the

dispersion to hard spheres and then forming chains, first the hard-sphere chains are formed

and then a chain dispersion term is added, so the route in Figure 2.8 would be (b)(d)(c)(e).

This order is also schematically shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10: Schematic representation adapted from Erve et al. [64], of the PC-SAFT
model taking into account the respective energy entries.

When the extension of the SAFT equation contains terms as dispersion and association as

perturbations, it is called the Perturbed-Chain Statistical Associating Fluid Theory (PC-

SAFT). The equations of the (PC-)SAFT are written in terms of residual molar Helmholtz

energy, ares, relative to an ideal gas and is given by Equation 2.11.
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ares = ahc + adisp + aassoc (2.11)

In this equation, ahc, represents the hard-chain interactions, adisp stand for the contribution

of the dispersive forces, and the association energy is represented by aassoc. Using the

thermodynamic relation of P = (∂a
∂v

)T , the SAFT equations can alternatively be expressed

in terms of the compressibility factor Z.

Z =
Pv

kBT
= 1 + Zhc + Zdisp + Zassoc (2.12)

in which 1 represents the ideal gas behaviour.

Hard-chain contribution

The contribution of the hard chain interactions can be described as the effect of the form-

ation of irreversible bonds between freely-jointed spherical segments [38, 59, 60]. The

hard-chain contribution does also include a term for the hard-sphere, ahs.

ahc

kBT
= m̄seg · ahs ·

∑
i

xi(mi − 1) ln ghsij (dij) (2.13)

in which xi is the mole fraction of chains of component i, the number of segments is

represented by mseg, the average of that is m̄seg and the ghsij is the radial pair distribution

which can be expressed in :

ghsij =
1

1 + ζ3
+
( didj
di + dj

) 3ζ2
(1− ζ3)2

+
( didj
di + dj

)2 2ζ22
(1− ζ3)3

(2.14)

The hard sphere component from Equation 2.13, which is used to determine the reduction

of the systems free volume by the volume of the segments:

ahs

kBT
=

1

ζ0

[ 3ζ1ζ2
(1− ζ3)

+
ζ32

ζ3(1− ζ3)3
+
(ζ32
ζ23

)
· ln(1− ζ3)

]
(2.15)
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The radial distribution function ( ghsij ), gives the relative probability of finding other

molecules surrounding a center molecule in the distance between i and j. From this radial

pair distribution, a local density can be determined. This is a function of density, molecule

shape and size as well as interaction potential. Schematically this is shown in Figure 2.11.

Figure 2.11: Schematic representation of the gij ( or gr ), adapted from a presentation of
Arndt and Sadowski [65].

In both Equations 2.14 and 2.15, the ζn describes the numerical density which can be

calculated from the number density of molecules, ρ, see Equation 2.16. It should be noted

that ζ3 describes the packing fraction η, also known as the reduced segment density.

ζn =
π

6
ρ
∑
i

ximseg,id
n
i n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} (2.16)

In which dni is the temperature dependent segment diameter which is given in 2.17. The

physical significance of this parameter, di, is that real molecules are not hard-spheres, but

have to ability to merge together to a degree upon collision. Effectively this means that

the hard-sphere becomes smaller with increasing temperature.

di =

∫ σ

0

[
1− exp

(u(r)

kBT

)]
dr = σi

(
1− 0.12 · exp

(−3ui
kBT

))
(2.17)

Now the non-associating part of the molecules has been described for pure component

parameters, in which mseg,i is the segment number, σi is the segment diameter and the

dispersion energy for every segment, u(r) is the pair potential, seen in 2.10, and (ui/kB) is

the dispersion energy for every segment.
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Dispersive contribution

Another important difference between PC-SAFT and other SAFT equations is in the per-

turbation approach of the Helmholtz energy. This description of the perturbation (or

dispersive) contribution is split up in first and second order terms, A1 and A2:

adisp

kBT
=

A1

kBT
+

A2

kBT
(2.18)

The dispersive expansion is assumed to converge fast enough to dismiss any third order

terms. The first order term is related to an average of the number of segments pairs within

the range of the attractive interaction. The second-order term is related to higher moments

of the distribution of this number [66]. The dispersion contribution in Equation 2.18 in

terms of the first- and second-order perturbation terms is given by:

adisp

kBT
= 2πρI1(η,mseg)m2

seguσ
3 − πρmsegC1I2(η,mseg)m2

segu
2σ3 (2.19)

In which η (= ζ3) is the reduced packing density (segment packing fraction. The two parts

under bars in Equation 2.19 are short for:

m2
seguσ

3 =
∑
i

∑
j

xixjmseg,imseg,j

( uij
kBT

)
σ3
ij (2.20)

m2
segu

2σ3 =
∑
i

∑
j

xixjmseg,imseg,j

( uij
kBT

)2
σ3
ij (2.21)

C1 is given by the following compressibility expression:

C1 =
(

1 + Zhc + ρ
(∂Zhc

∂ρ

))−1
(2.22)

Zhc =
[ 3ζ1ζ2

(1− ζ3)2
+

ζ3
(1− ζ3)2

+
ζ32 − ζ3ζ32
ζ0(1− ζ3)3

]
(2.23)

In Equation 2.19, the I1 and I2 are the integrals of the perturbation theory. These given

by the following power series in density.
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Table 2.1: PC-SAFT pure components parameters for hydrophobic DESs.

i a0i a1i a2i b0i b1i b2i

0 0.910563145 -0.308401692 -0.090614835 0.724094694 -0.575549808 0.097688312
1 0.636128145 0.186053116 0.452784281 2.238279186 0.699509552 -0.255757498
2 2.686134789 -2.503004726 0.596270073 -4.002584949 3.892567339 -9.155856153
3 -26.54736249 21.41979363 -1.724182913 -21.00357682 -17.21547165 20.64207597
4 97.75920878 -65.25588533 -4.130211253 26.85564136 192.6722645 -38.80443005
5 -159.5915409 83.31868048 13.77663187 206.5513384 -161.8264617 93.62677408
6 91.29777408 -33.74692293 -8.672847037 -355.6023561 -165.2076935 -29.66690559

I1(η,mseg) =
6∑
i=0

ai(mseg)η
i (2.24)

I2(η,mseg) =
6∑
i=0

bi(mseg)η
i (2.25)

where the coefficients ai and bi depend on the chain length and the universal model con-

stants ai0 , bi0,ai1 , bi1,ai2 and bi2, which are also shown in Table :

ai(mseg) = a0i + a1i
mseg − 1

mseg

+ a2i
mseg − 1

mseg

· mseg − 2

mseg

(2.26)

bi(mseg) = b0i + b1i
mseg − 1

mseg

+ b2i
mseg − 1

mseg

· mseg − 2

mseg

(2.27)

The parameters for mixtures are calculated by using the Berthelot-Lorentz combining rules

for segment interactions, and if it is needed a kij as binary interaction parameter, as can

be seen in Equation 2.29. This interaction parameter kij is only required in the cross-

dispersion energy ( of segment-segment interactions of unlike chains) and not in the size

term, since the arithmetic mean of the size terms is reasonably accurate in describing

the radius of where interaction can take place. While a mismatch can still exist in the

PC-SAFT model for interactions between unlike chains.
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σij =
1

2
(σ1 + σ2) (2.28)

uij =
√
uiuj(1− kij) (2.29)

For an interaction parameter of kij = 0, the model presumed to be completely predictive.

By adjusting this parameter, the ability of the EoS to predict the phase behaviour can be

evaluated.

Association contribution

The association contribution to the Helmholtz energy due to the presence of site-site spe-

cific interactions among the segments, for example hydrogen bonding interactions, can be

expressed in summation over the molecules, i, and the number of associating sites, N :

aassoc

kBT
=
∑
i

xi

[∑
Ai

[
lnXAi − XAi

2

]
+

1

2
N
]

(2.30)

in which XAi can be viewed as the mole fraction of molecules, i, that are not bonded at

the A-site of a molecule. In Figure 2.12 molecule is shown with an A and B association

site. The number of association sites on molecules varies, as well as the expression for XA,

but for most mixtures in the SAFT-type the 2B scheme is used, which is applicable for

alcohols, waters and amines, see Figure 2.14. How this works for mixtures is displayed in

Figure 2.13. If one self associating compound is present, the A and B sites can interact

with each other. For 2 different components (with segment number 2 and 3 in this case)

the C and D are the A and B of component 2, and can interact with component 1.
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Figure 2.12: An associating two-site molecule: the fraction of bonded molecules = fraction
of molecules bonded at A + fraction of molecules bonded at B [56].

Figure 2.13: Sketch of the molecular approach of the PC-SAFT model [67].
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Figure 2.14: Bonding types in alcohols and water illustrating the basic association schemes,
2B, 3B and 4C, which are widely used in perturbation theories X1 is the monomer mole
fraction. The 2B scheme implies one proton donor and one proton acceptor per molecule,
while the 4C scheme involves two proton donors and two proton acceptors per molecule.
The asymmetric 3B scheme has either two proton donors and one proton acceptor or one
proton donor and two proton acceptors per molecule [56].

In that case the molecules not bonded at site A can be calculated as follows:

XA =
1

1 +
∑
j

xj
∑
Bj

ρjXBj∆AiBj
(2.31)

where the second summation is over all the different types of sites existing in the mixture,

and ∆AiBj is the association strength which is given by :

∆AiBj = ghsij

[
exp

(εAiBj

kBT

)
− 1
]
(d3ijκ

AiBj) (2.32)

For the association interaction (for example hydrogen bond donor and acceptor), the com-
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bining rules are used as proposed by Wolhbach and Sandler [68].

εAiBj =
1

2
(εAiBi + εAjBj) (2.33)

κAiBj =
√
κAiBiκAjBj

( √
σiσj

1
2
(σi + σj)

)3
(2.34)
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Experimental section

3.1 Materials

The chemicals and materials used in this work, the suppliers and purities are stated in

Table 3.1. All chemicals were used without further purification. The membranes that were

used can be found in this table as well. Both membranes are made from polyolefins and

are substantially hydrophobic. The membranes were obtained as flat sheets. The intended

use of these highly porous membranes is microfiltration, but they can also be applied for

membrane distillation and medical uses. The PP2EHF membrane was 170 µm thick, and

the 32M03A membrane 80 µm. The most important difference between these membranes,

however, is their pore size.

Table 3.1: Chemicals, materials, suppliers, their purity and pore size.

Name Material Supplier Purity

Lidocaine TCI Europe N.V. ≥ 99.0 %
Menthol Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99.0%
Thymol TCI Europe N.V. ≥ 99.0%
Betaine Sigma Aldrich ≥ 99.0%
Decanoic Acid Sigma Aldrich ≥ 98.0%
Tetraoctyl ammonium Bromide Sigma Aldrich ≥ 98.0%
Furfural TCI Europe N.V. ≥ 98.0%
Levulinic Acid Sigma Aldrich ≥ 97.0%

Membrane Supplier Material Pore size (µm)

Accurel R© PP2EHF Membrana GmbH Polypropylene 0.31
Solupor R© 32M03A Lydall Performance N.V. Polyethylene 4.10
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3.2 Preparation

For the hydrophobic DESs, the hydrogen bond donor and acceptor (HBD and HBA) pairs

were selected based on previously conducted experiments and their structural formulas are

shown in Figure 3.1 [69]. Thymol can both act as an acceptor and as a donor. The HBA

and HBD pairs were added in the desired composition to a 100 mL vial using an electronic

balance with a precision of ± 0.0001 g. They were mixed and heated to 50 ◦C. The heating

and stirring of the DESs was controlled using a magnetic stirrer (IKA RCT basic) with a

temperature controller (IKA ETSD5) and precision of 0.1 K.

Figure 3.1: Hydrogen Bond Donors (HBD) and Hydrogen Bond Acceptors (HBA) in this
work
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Table 3.2: The different DESs used throughout this work and their molar ratios

Hydrogen bond donor Hydrogen bond acceptor Molar ratio

thymol lidocaine 2 : 1
decanoic acid lidocaine 2 : 1
decanoic acid lidocaine 3 : 1
decanoic acid lidocaine 4 : 1
decanoic acid thymol 1 : 1
decanoic acid menthol 1 : 1
decanoic acid atropine 2 : 1
decanoic acid tetraoctylammonium 2 : 1

bromide (N8888-Br)

To prepare the SLMs, a piece of membrane was cut out of the larger flat sheets. The

size depended on the purpose, 16.5 cm x 5.5 cm for nitrogen sweep experiments and for

diffusion cell experiments 5 cm x 5 cm. Then the membrane support was submerged in

a bath of DES and left for 30 minutes to be sure that the pores were completely filled

with DES. After this, the membranes were cleaned with tissue, to remove the remaining

DES from the surface. By weighting the membranes after this preparation, we could be

sure that pores were filled. The PP2EHF membrane increased around 600 % in weight

compared to the initial support, and the 32M03A membranes around a 1000 %, due to the

differences in pore size and porosity.
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3.3 Diffusion cells

To determine the transport rate of furfural through the DES-SLM, the laboratory-scale

cells presented in Figure 3.2 is used. A imilar setup was as described by literature with ionic

liquids and different organic compounds [70]. In used for this setup are displayed. The feed

phase consisted of a solution of furfural in water, usually 1 wt%, which was poured into

side A. Side B was filled with pure water as a receiving phase, although other solvents were

tested as well. The two compartments were separated by the DES immobilized inside the

porous structure of a supporting membrane. The transport of the furfural was monitored

by taking samples of both the feed and receiving phase over time. This were measured by

the HPLC-UV.

Figure 3.2: Schematic diagram of the cell used for the supported liquid membrane ex-
periments; 1) supported liquid membrane(A = 5 cm2); 2) septa; 3) magnetic stirrer; 4)
stirrer.

3.4 Vacuum experiments

To enhance the driving force over the membrane the receiving phase was replaced by a

vacuum, instead of water. The SLMs, without feed, were subjected to vacuum, and the

decrease in weight in time was taken as measurement for their stability. A huge decrease

in weight would mean that most of the DES left the pores. The setup of these experiments

is shown in Figure 3.3. The prepared SLMs are locked on top of a glass filter. This glass
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filter is placed upon a filtering flask which is connected to a vacuum pump with a hose.

The measurements were done after exposure to vacuum of 5 minutes, 4 hours and 24 hours.

Figure 3.3: Schematic setup of the vacuum experiments.

3.5 Nitrogen sweep gas

In these experiments, the receiving phase was changed to a continuous flow of nitrogen,

in order to generate negligible vapour pressure of the furfural. The parameters that were

varied were the DES-phases, nitrogen flow and furfural feed concentration. The prepared

SLMs were placed in a commercially available membrane module of OSMO Inspector, Con-

vergence. The feed phase was filled with a furfural solution in water, in most cases 1 wt%.

After the feed phase was completely filled and the outlets of the feed phase sealed off, the

nitrogen flow was added at the receiving side of the membrane. The exact flow volume

was controlled by meter and varied from 0.5 L min−1 to 10 L min−1.

To collect the furfural again, the nitrogen flow with the presumed furfural proceeded

through a cold finger. This equipment was cooled down to -20 ◦C using a NaCl/ice mixture

(1:3), in order to partially condense the small amount of furfural in the nitrogen flow.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic setup of the N2 sweep gas experiments.

3.6 HPLC-UV

In order to measure the decrease of furfural in the feed phase, samples were taken from

the feed phase at successive time intervals. Thereafter these samples were measured us-

ing analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) in combination with

UV, using a Agilent 1200 Series (Agilent Technologies). The mobile phase consisted of a

98/2 acetonitrile/water mixture which pumped through the HPLC column (C18 Agilent

Technologies) at 1 mL minute−1. The injection volume was 5 µL. The furfural peak was

detected at 218 nm and at the same wavelength thymol was found as well.

3.7 Vapour-liquid equilibria data

The vapour-liquid equilibria (VLE) of the DES-furfural system were measured, by using

the Headspace GC-MS setup. This consisted of HS20 from Shimadzu and a GC-2010 Plus

from Shimadzu. The column in the GC was a capillary 100% dimethylpolysiloxaan Agi-

lent DB-1MS Ultra Inert column with a length of 30 m, inner diameter of 0,25 mm and

film thickness of 0,25 m. This was followed by a mass spectroscopy-meter GCMS-QP2020,
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again from Shimadzu. The used carrier gas was helium with a purity of over 99,999%.

For the measurements, varying compositions of DES and furfural were added to mon-

ster vials of 20 mL, consistently adding up to a total 0.5 g of substance. The vials were

incubated at 60, 80 or 100 ◦C for 40 minutes. After the incubation time, 1 mL of the

gas phase was injected into GC-MS were it was analysed. The peak areas were used to

calculate the vapour pressure with the help calibration curves.

3.8 Solving PC-SAFT

The solving strategies of the PC-SAFT model are briefly described in this section. It

should be noted that two different models were used during the course of this work. The

main model, on which VLE-predictions are based, was the model built in Dortmund in

the research group of the founders of the PC-SAFT model, Gross and Sadowski [60]. This

model was built in FORTRAN-77, and was temporarily made available to us by Dr. Ing.

Christoph Held. The other model was an adapted version of the MATLAB model provided

by Martin et al., which is available online [71]. The MATLAB model was mainly used for

better insight, as well as obtaining the pure components by fitting the densities. Later on,

the pure components were also obtained in the FORTRAN model in Dortmund, by fitting

density and vapour pressure, which were from then used. While the exact algorithms

used may differ, they all use a Newton-type algorithm to solve the non-linear least squares

problems. In Figure 3.5, the subroutines used in solving the equations of the PC-SAFT

model are displayed.

The input for the model consisted of the temperature T , the pressure P and the mole

fractions [x1 x2] of both components. Combined with the pure component parameters,

these form the PC-SAFT properties. Before the fugacities could be calculated, the model

went through two different steps. The first step, line 1, in Figure 3.5, was to iterate the

numerical, reduced density of one phase, in such a way the it was consistent with the

given specifications of temperature and pressure. As initial guess for the reduced density
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Figure 3.5: A scheme of the different subroutines used in calculations of the PC-SAFT
model.

10−10 was used for gases and 0.4 for liquids. The method used for this purpose in the

MATLAB variant of the model was a trust-dogleg algorithm, implemented via the fsolve

function. After this was done, all the contributions to the residual Helmholtz energy could

be calculated. From these values, the fugacity coefficients φi could be calculated, as well as

the reduced densities ηi and the compressibility factor Z (line 3 in Figure 3.5). From these

entities, several thermodynamic properties could be calculated, such as the vapour-liquid

equilibria (see next sections), but also the vapour pressure, excess Gibbs energy, boiling

point etc. (not used in this work). The subroutines required for these calculations can be

placed on top of the scheme displayed in Figure 3.5.

3.8.1 Parameterization on Density

For the components of which the pure parameters were not available, the density was

used to fit these to. By supplying initial guesses for the pure-component parameters, the
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calculations of the PC-SAFT model were performed. Subsequently, for converged values

for the reduced densities η, the number density of molecules ρ could be calculated through:

ρ =
6

π
η
(∑

i

ximseg,id
3
i

)−1
(3.1)

In this equation ρ is in Å
−3

, and by using Avogadros number and the average molecular

weight, the density is given in kg m−3. These values were then compared with the actual

measured density of the DESs. By using an fmincon function, available in MATLAB with

an interior-point algorithm, the error between the experimental and measured densities

values was minimized. In this way, the pure component parameters , m , σ, ε, κAiBi and

εAiBi , could be defined.

3.8.2 Predicting Vapour-Liquid Equilibria

In order to predict the vapour liquid equilibria, a guess-value for the pressure was given as

input in a P -x-diagram subroutine. The pressure was continuously iterated, in a similar

fashion as the reduced density. With a constant temperature T and now constant pressure

P the VLE can be reached when the fugacity φi of component i is equal in both phases:

f̂Li (T, P, xi) = f̂Vi (T, P, yi) (3.2)

where f̂Li and f̂Vi are the fugacities of species i in the liquid phase and the vapour phase,

respectively, and yi and xi are the vapour and liquid mole fractions, respectively. Since

the PC-SAFT can calculate the fugacity coefficients (φ) in both phases, the phi-phi (φ - φ)

method was used to describe the equilibrium conditions at a bubble-point curve between

the vapour and the liquid phases. The relationship (3.2) can be rewritten in terms of the

fugacity coefficients:

xiφ̂Li (T, P, xi) = yiφ̂Vi (T, P, yi) (3.3)
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where φ̂Li and φ̂Vi , represent the fugacity coefficients in the liquid and vapour phases, re-

spectively. The fugacity coefficients are related to the residual chemical potential, according

to:

lnφi =
µresi (T, V )

kBT
− lnZ (3.4)

The chemical potential can be expressed in terms of the residual Helmholtz energy, ares

and the compressibility factor, Z, in:

µresi (T, V )

kBT
= ares + (

∂ares

∂xi
)T,v,xi 6=j

−
N∑
j=1

[
xj(

∂ares

∂xj
)T,v,xi 6=j

]
(3.5)

These are the essential equations that were solved in the subroutine to obtain the points

along a bubble point curve. These values. obtained from the model, were compared with

the experimentally measured values in the P -x-diagram. The binary interaction values,

kij, were then manually supplied to the PC-SAFT model to increase the accuracy of the

model.
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Results and discussion

In this chapter the results are displayed for the experiments, as described in Chapter 3.

First the results are shown for the vacuum experiments. Next the first results of the

nitrogen sweep gas setup, the influence of the flow rate and of the different DESs. At last

the results of PC-SAFT model are displayed and compared with the measured data for the

VLE diagrams.

4.1 Diffusion cells

In order to investigate the transport of furfural over the SLMs, experiments have been

conducted using diffusion cells. In this way, the rate of transport of furfural across the

membrane can be evaluated. The results of the initial diffusion experiments are shown in

Figure 4.1. It should be noted that the results of these experiments, while also performed

during the course of this work, are predominantly obtained by previous work in the same

project [72].

Figure 4.1: The weight decrease of different membrane + DES combinations from their
initial point, to 4 and 24 hours after being exposed to vacuum. The symbols in this graph
represent the measured concentration, the lines are intended to guide the eye.
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In this Figure 4.1, the left graph represents the furfural concentration in the feed phase over

time, and the right graph the furfural concentration in the receiving phase. The symbols

represent the experimental data for the different DES-phases in a PP2EHF-membrane.

The initial concentration in the feed phase is 1 wt%, and reaches an equilibrium after 24

h at a concentration 0.5 wt %, in both feed and receiving phase. The amount of furfural

in the membrane can be neglected, since the membrane volume is very small compared to

the volume of the cells. The observable difference between the various SLMs is the rate

at which furfural is transported. This can partially be explained by their differences in

viscosity, since decanoic acid:N8888 Br (2:1) is the most viscous and decanoic acid:thymol

(1:1) the least (0.640 Pa s and 0.015 Pa s, respectively). While the decanoic acid:menthol

is less viscous then the thymol:lidocaine (2:1), (0.02 Pa s and 0.122 Pa s, respectively),

this can be contributed to the increased interactions of furfural with thymol:lidocaine (2:1).

Most importantly however, is that in this setup only half of the furfural can be obtained,

since it reaches its equilibrium. The furfural concentration in the feed phase is already low,

and obtaining only half of this, is not a satisfactory result. The next steps in this chapter

are to increase the amount of furfural extracted from the feed.
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4.2 SLM stability under vacuum

If the receiving side of the membrane can be replaced by a vacuum, the concentration of

furfural on this side of the membrane is zero, and the furfural could evaporate out of the

DES. Before this option can be investigated, the SLMs should first be evaluated if they are

capable of withstanding the pressure difference. The maximum transmembrane pressure is

calculated using the Young-Laplace equation [29]. The largest pores inside the membrane

are used for this purpose, because the largest pores will have the lowest critical pressure. It

is immediately clear that the 32M03A membrane cannot be used with vacuum, because at

a pressure difference of 0.09 bar, the liquid is already pushed out from the largest pore. The

PP2EHF membrane shows that it should be able to withstand a transmembrane pressures

around 1 bar, as is the case when vacuum is applied.

Table 4.1: The calculated maximum allowable transmembrane pressures (Pc) for the dif-
ferent membrane/DES combinations. The surface tensions (γ) are from literature [73].

Membrane Pore size (µm) DES γ (mN/m) ∆Pc (bar)

32M03A

Average pore 4.097 thymol-lidocaine (2:1) 37.1 0.18
decanoic acid:menthol(1:1) 32.3 0.16
decanoic acid:thymol(1:1) 35.7 0.17

maximum pore 8.278 thymol-lidocaine (2:1) 37.1 0.09
decanoic acid:menthol(1:1) 32.3 0.08
decanoic acid:thymol(1:1) 35.7 0.09

PP2EHF

Average pore 0.3117 thymol-lidocaine (2:1) 37.1 2.38
decanoic acid:menthol(1:1) 32.3 2.07
decanoic acid:thymol(1:1) 35.7 2.29

Maximum pore 0.6879 thymol-lidocaine (2:1) 37.1 1.08
decanoic acid:menthol(1:1) 32.3 0.94
decanoic acid:thymol(1:1) 35.7 1.04
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The results of the SLMs that have been subjected to vacuum are shown in Figure 4.2.

The decrease in weight of the DES phase is taken as a measurement for its stability, which

is expressed in % from its initial weight and shown as y-axis. The x-axis displays the

exposure time to vacuum is displayed for the different DESs in the different membranes.

Figure 4.2: The weight decrease of different membrane + DES combinations from their
initial point, to 4 and 24 hours after being exposed to vacuum

For the 32M03A membrane the weight is half of the orginal weight after 4 hours and all the

DES is removed from the membrane after one day. This confirms what was expected based

on the calculation of the Laplace pressure, as in Table 4.1. The PP2EHF membrane filled

with thymol:lidocaine (2:1) shows a slight decrease after 4 hours and seems to be stable

after that. It is possible that the initial decrease is due to a small amount of DES left at

the surface of the membrane rather than inside the pores. The other two DESs, based on

decanoic acid, show a higher decrease in weight after 4 hours than the thymol:lidocaine
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(2:1). In contrast to the thymol:lidocaine (2:1), these two lose more weight after 24 hours,

suggesting that the DES is actually leaving the pores. For the decanoic acid:menthol (1:1),

this can be explained by the ∆Pc of this DES/membrane combination just below 1 (∆Pc

= 0.94). The decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) has a ∆Pc of 1.04, which above 1, but only mar-

ginally. This means that these two are unlikely to be suited as membranes in a vacuum

setting. The PP2EHF membrane with thymol:lidocaine is capable of withstanding the

pressure. The next logical step is to mimic the process conditions and add a layer of water

on top of the membrane and observe its behaviour. When the additional layer of water

was added and the vacuum was applied, the water started passing through, implying that

this membrane was not suited for vacuum pervaporation either. The interfacial tension

between water and the DESs was assumed to be high enough to be not a factor, due their

hydrophobic nature [74].

However, a similar problem is found in literature by Rickert et al., in which the influ-

ence of the interfacial tensions of decanol/dodecane with different carriers was investigated

in SLMs [75]. They explained this by the adsorption of the organics on the membrane sup-

port, leading to changes in the interfacial tension between membrane support and water.

Similariy, it is possible that an adsorption of the DES onto the polypropylene support has

the same result. If the water is absorbed in the DES/water interface can also influence the

surface tension at the interface of water/DES inside the pore. These scenarios lead to a

change in the water-DES-meniscus, which can lead to advancing aqueous phase into the

support pore, see Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic description of the meniscus and contact angle Θ in a membrane
support pore of radius, r, and length L, containing a DES phase in contact with an aqueous
phase: A) The DES phase preferentially wets the support (stable SLM); B) The aqueous
phase wets the support as well and advanced into the pore.

The rate of advancement of the water, dx/dt, can be described by the Rideal- Washburn

equation [75]:

dx

dt
=

rpγ
∗
1,2 cos Θ

4(η1x+ η2(L− x))
(4.1)

where η1 and η2 are the viscosities of the aqueous and DES-phase, respectively, and L is

the length of the pore. γ∗1,2 is the unknown value of the interfacial tension at the advancing

liquid front. Equation 4.1 can be integrated to obtain the time t required to dislodge the

DES from the supported pore:

t =
2L(η1 + η2)

rpγ∗1,2 cos Θ
(4.2)

The predictive value of this equation is limited because there is no way of measuring the

γ∗1,2 and Θ in a dynamic situation in real pores. It can still be useful for making qualitative

predictions on the factors affecting the stability of the DES in SLM. For example, it follows

from Equation 4.2, that long and narrow pores will lead to SLMs with longer lifetimes.

Highly viscous liquids will also lead to longer life times, even if the water is advancing.
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In summary, none of the investigated SLMs were suitable for vacuum conditions and other

options are evaluated.
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4.3 Nitrogen sweep

By replacing the receiving phase with a nitrogen sweep flow, the goal is to remove the

furfural completely from the feed. Effectively this creates a zero vapour pressure on the

receiving side, with out the same problem with the pressure difference as in the previous

section. Figure 4.4 shows the separation performance of a PP2EHF membrane filled with

thymol:lidocaine (2:1) analysed over 30 hours. This combination was chosen, because it

was assumed to be the most stable one, based on the previous section. In Figure 4.4 the

feed phase concentration of furfural is plotted as a function of time. The symbols in this

graph represent the measured concentration, the lines are intended to guide the eye.

Figure 4.4: The decrease of furfural concentration in the feed phase with thymol:lidocaine
(2:1) in a PP2EHF membrane with a N2 flow rate of 2 L min−1 over 30 hours.

Figure 4.4 shows that the furfural concentration decreases over time. This behaviour is
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not linear, because as the concentration furfural decreases, also the driving force for this

separation decreases. It is demonstrated that the furfural is almost completely removed

after 30 hours, with only 0.05 wt % left. This can be explained by the nitrogen sweep flow

which imposes a negligible bulk concentration, thereby a continues driving force for all the

furfural to be removed.
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4.3.1 Flow rate

The influence of the nitrogen sweep flow on the separation performance is investigated by

varying the flow rate. This experiment is conducted using one type of SLM, the PP2EHF

membrane filled with thymol:lidocaine (2:1) and three different flow rates (0.5, 5 and 10 L

min−1). The results of these experiments are shown in Figure 4.5. In this graph the feed

phase concentration of furfural is shown as a function of time.

Figure 4.5: The influence of different flow rates shown as the decrease of the feed phase
furfural concentration.

The graph shows a more moderate decrease in furfural concentration for the 0.5 L min−1

in comparison with 5 and 10 L min−1. This suggest that the furfural concentration in the

boundary layer of the receiving phase is not completely negligible, as initially was assumed.

The bulk furfural concentration in the sweep gas can be estimated by the decrease in fur-

fural concentration of the feed phase over time, combined with the known flow rate. The
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time averaged concentration in sweep gas would be 10−3 g L−1 furfural for 0.5 L min−1

and 10−4 g L−1 for 5 L min −1.

When comparing the flow rates of 5 and 10 L min−1, the 5 L min−1 performs margin-

ally better. For these flow rates, the concentration in the boundary layer does not play a

role any longer.

From Figure 4.5 it can be concluded that the furfural concentration in the boundary layer

of the receiving phase is not negligible. High flow rates are necessary to be able to fully

neglect the influence of this boundary layer in the nitrogen sweep The flow rate of the

sweep gas should be higher than 5 L min−1 to ensure a sweep phase concentration lower

than 10−3 g L−1 . With a sweep phase concentration lower than 10−3 g L−1, negligible

vapour pressure can be assumed.
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4.3.2 DES variation

The influence of different liquid membrane phases on the furfural separation is investigated,

by varying the DES inside the PP2EHF membrane support. This is displayed in Figure

4.6, in which the furfural feed phase concentration is shown as a function of time. Here the

flow rate is kept constant at 5 L min−1. The symbols in this graph represent the measured

concentration, the lines are intended as a guide for the eye.

Figure 4.6: The influence of different DESs in the PP2EHF support, on the feed phase
furfural concentration over time at a constant flow rate of 5 L min−1.

The performance of the membrane filled with decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) is slightly less

than the other two. This was partially expected based on the difference in solubility. The

furfural and DESs are completely solvable in each other, but the distribution coefficient,

KFF , is indicative of which DESs would more easily solvate the furfural. due to increased
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interactions. The distribution coefficients for the decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) (KFF =2.51)

is significantly lower compared to that of thymol:lidocaine (2:1) (KFF =9.60) and decanoic

acid:thymol (1:1) (KFF =12.03). The difference between decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) and

thymol:lidocaine (2:1) in distribution coefficients is relatively low, the decanoic acid:thymol

(1:1) was expected to perform slightly better. Results show that the thymol:lidocaine (2:1)

performs slightly better, but only marginally. However, the furfural should still be com-

pletely solvable in the DESs-phase. The solubility is only partially decisive in the transport

of furfural, it should also be influenced by the diffusion through the DES.

From the concentration changes in time, an effective diffusion coefficient can be calcu-

lated from the slope of the relative concentration change versus the square root of time,

according to Equation 4.3 [76].

Ct − C0

C∞ − C0

=
4√
π

√
Deff t

L
(4.3)

in which Ct is the concentration at time t, C0 is the starting concentration, C∞ the concen-

tration at infinite time, Deff is the effective diffusion coefficient and L the thickness of the

membrane. By fitting the experimental data, concentration change vs the square root of

time, the values of the effective diffusion coefficient (Deff ) are determined, for the different

DESs. Only the first 4 h are used to determine the Deff , assuming that only in this region

the diffusion is the limiting factor. The values obtained are presented in Table 4.2. As it

could be anticipated, from the similar slopes in Figure 4.6, the effective diffusion coefficients

determined are approximately equal for the three DESs. This result is, however, quite sur-

prising if we bear in mind that the viscosities of the three DESs used are rather different:

at 293.15 K the viscosity of thymol:lidocaine (2:1) (0.122 Pa s) is about 6-8 times higher

than decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) and decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) (0.015 Pa s and 0.02 Pa s).
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Table 4.2: Effective diffusion coefficients (Deff ) based on experimental values and DStokes

estimated with the Stokes-Einstein molecular diffusion.

DES Flow rate Deff DStokes

(L min−1) 10−10m2 s−1 10−10m2 s−1

decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) 5 4.19 0.32
decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) 5 4.39 0.25
thymol:lidocaine (2:1) 5 5.17 0.04

If we assume that the furfural is transported by molecular diffusion as spherical particles

through a stationary fluid, the Stokes-Einstein equation can be used to give a rough es-

timate for the diffusion coefficient.

DStokes =
kBT

6πηsolventrFF
(4.4)

in which the DStokes is the stokes diffusion coefficient, T the temperature, kB the Boltzmann

constant, ηsolvent the viscosity of the solvent, the DESs in this case, and rFF the radius of

the solute which is furfural. The estimations for DStokes, are shown in Table 4.2 as well.

These values correspond with what one would expect, based on their viscosities. While it

is known that the Stokes-Einstein correlation is not the best available description, most

models depend on the viscosity in a similar manner. Additionally, the values estimated by

the Stokes-Einstein correlation are one order of magnitude lower than the effective diffusion

coefficients (Deff ), calculated from the experimental results, meaning that the observed

rate of furfural transport is much faster than what would be expected.

These observations clearly indicate that the transport of furfural cannot be described ad-

equately by assuming a simple molecular diffusion mechanism of only FF of transport

through the bulk of the DES. A similar problem was observed by Fortunato et al., who

investigated the transport of thymol-blue in ionic liquid-based SLMs [50]. They obtained

similar experimental diffusion values for two different ILs, which were much higher than was

expected based on molecular diffusion through the IL, while the ILs differed in viscosity.

With additional experiments, they found that out that the transport of the thymol-blue
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was regulated by dynamic micro-environments of water which were formed inside the ILs,

despite the limited solubility of water in ILs. By combining the values of diffusion through

IL and through water, they were able to better approximate the experimentally found val-

ues for diffusion coefficients. However, even with the combined the diffusion through water

and IL, and the measured water content in the IL, they were still an order magnitude off

with the diffusion coefficient.

For the conducted experiments in this work only the bulk concentration in the feed is

measured. Therefore, it cannot be known exactly how the water inside the DES behaves.

However, it can be concluded, the influence of the DESs inside the membrane is relatively

limited and the transport of furfural seems more to be determined by the behaviour of

water inside the DES. This is what should be investigated in future works.
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4.3.3 Recovery Furfural

To recover the furfural from the nitrogen, a cold trap is used at -20 ◦C. Based on the

previous results, it was estimated that most of the furfural (Tmelt = -36 ◦C, Tboiling =

-160 ◦C should condense at this temperature. The condensed liquid is weighted and the

concentration of furfural is measured. The results of these experiments are shown in Table

4.3. In this table, the C0 is the initial concentration in the feed phase, the weight is the

total mass of liquid collected in the cold trap, Ccold is the furfural concentration in the

obtained condensed phase. Combining the furfural concentration in the condensed phase,

Ccold, and the known concentration in the feed phase allows calculating the recovery of

furfural (%).

Table 4.3: Recovery of furfural in cold trap

DES Flow C0 Weight Ccold Recovery FF
(L min−1) (wt%) (g) (wt%) (%)

thymol:lidocaine (2:1) 0.5 2.44 0.71 8.00 26.30
thymol:lidocaine (2:1) 1 1.79 0.13 7.90 4.02
thymol:lidocaine (2:1) 2 1.02 0.13 4.97 10.04
decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) 1 1.79 0.18 9.41 13.40

As can be seen in Table 4.3, the best recovery is 26 % for the thymol:lidocaine (2:1) at

0.5 L min−1. This means that most of the furfural (73.6 %) is still lost with the rest ni-

trogen flow. This means that the ∆T is not high enough to condensate the small amount

of furfural at the current flow rates. An attempt to resolve this was made by replacing

the ice/salt mixture by pure liquid nitrogen. Now a mixture of liquid nitrogen and tiny

amounts of water and furfural were obtained, but most of the wanted components were

lost again when the nitrogen evaporated.

Furthermore, the concentration of furfural in this cold trap is low, while pure furfural

was expected. This means that not only furfural is transported through the membrane,

also water is passing through the membrane alongside the furfural. Additional experiments
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with only water in the feed phase showed a weight loss of 10 wt%, 0.4 g of the 40 mL water

present, over 24 hours. Despite the hydrophobicity of both membrane and DES, the water

is still pervaporating through the membrane.

A similar result is found in the study of Ghosh et al., in which a dense, hydrophobic, hy-

droxyterminated polybutadiene-based polyurethaneurea membrane was used for the same

separation of a mixture of water and furfural [77]. In this study water was transported

alongside the furfural. With an increase in furfural concentration in the feed phase, they

expected a lower water flux, due to the decrease in water activity. Instead, their exper-

iments showed higher water fluxes, alongside the expected higher flux for furfural. They

attributed the additional water flux to the effect of the bulk transport of the heavier furfural

molecules, dragging along the water molecules, inducing an increase in water transport.

This would confirm the idea that the transport of water plays an imported role in this

process, as was suggested in the previous section 4.3.2.

For the moderate results of the recovery in the cold trap, an comparison is made with

the study of Plaza et al., on the separation of butanol, acetone and ethanol using gelled

ionic liquids in a SLM configuration [21]. They also used a nitrogen sweep flow to remove

their components of interest, but were never fully able to complete the mass-balance, be-

cause of the unfavourable design of their apparatus. Especially the ethanol, which was the

most volatile component, was mostly evaporated, resulting in similar high losses.

While this result absolutely deviates from the initial goal of obtaining pure furfural, it

does not necessarily has to be a insuperable problem. A follow-up reaction, from furfural

to cylopentanon, requires at least some water to be present (10 wt%) [12]. This reaction is

shown in Figure 4.7, the second step, from furfuryl alcohol to 4-hydroxy-2-cyclopentenone

requires water. Depending on the catalyst that is used, the solvent it self can be water

[78]. When water is used as a solvent for this reaction, its concentration will be around

the maximum solubility of furfural in water, which is around 8 wt %. This means that, in
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theory, the mixture obtained in this step (of 8 wt% FF in water) could directly be used

for the follow-up reaction.

Figure 4.7: The reaction scheme from furfural to cyclopentanone and cyclopentanol, ad-
apted from Mariscal et al. [12].
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4.4 PC-SAFT

In this section the results of the PC-SAFT model are shown and discussed.

4.4.1 PC-SAFT parameters and density correlations

In order to obtain the PC-SAFT parameters for the DES, the liquid density and the

vapour pressure are required. The DESs are herein viewed as pure components, instead of

a mixture of their original constituents. This is helpfull in simulating the unique properties

of the DES and prevents having to solve a ternary phase if another component is added

such as furfural. Not all the DESs have been fitted to the vapour pressure. for these the

εAiBi was set to 5000 and kAiBi to 0.1, which is considered to be a reasonable estimate

for these parameters [44]. The result of fitting the DES to the liquid densities is shown in

Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: The densities of 8 different DESs, as a function of the temperature. The symbols
represent the experimental data and the solid lines represent the PC-SAFT results using
the parameters from Table 4.4
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The symbols in this graph represent the experimental data, and the lines are the PC-SAFT

fit to this data set. As can be seen in the graph, all DESs show an almost negligible over-

estimation at low temperatures and slight underestimation at higher temperatures. The

absolute average relative deviation (AARD(%)) values, which can be found in the appendix

Table A.1, show values not higher than 0.25, which shows an eminent correlation between

experimentally determined densities and the model.

Table 4.4 shows the results for the pure component parameters of the hydrophobic DESs.

The pure component parameters, mseg ,σi, ui/kB, εAiBi and kAiBi are displayed in this

table. The results of these fits are shown in Figure 4.8.

Table 4.4: PC-SAFT pure component parameters for hydrophobic DESs

DES m σseg) u/kB εAiBi/kB kAiBi

(-) (Å) (K) (K) (K)

thymol : lidociane (2:1) 6.214 3.4198 222.824 2409.00 0.095500
decanoic acid : thymol (1:1) 3.7558 4.0708 332.096 3908.84 0.000004
decanoic acid : menthol (1:1) 4.8969 3.7213 229.729 2682.21 0.095600
decanoic acid : atropine (1:1) 15.1955 2.6164 325.189 5000 0.1
decanoic acid : lidocaine (4:1) 6.8016 3.4734 249.438 2422.61 0.012747
decanoic acid : lidocaine (3:1) 5.5877 4.0723 273.160 3951.66 0.000067
decanoic acid : lidocaine (2:1) 6.4794 3.5911 247.804 2817.93 0.007026
decanoic acid : N8888 Br (2:1) 17.6991 3.1788 316.960 5000 0.1
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As an additional validation, it is common to investigate the relationship between the av-

erage molecular weight (Mw) and the segment volume (mseg σ
3), which is assumed to be

a linear correlation. This is also correct in Figure 4.9, where the segment volume of the

different DESs is shown as a function of their molecular weight. Since the DESs examined

in this work have similar average molecular weight, additional DESs are shown fom liter-

ature [79]. As can be seen, this forms a linear line, with only one outlier of the decanoic

acid : lidocaine (4:1).

Figure 4.9: . Correlation between the molecular weight (Mw) and the segment volume
(mseg σ

3) obtained with PC-SAFT from Table 4.4 for hydrophobic DESs modeled in this
work and for the data points followed by (L) were taken from literature [[79].
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4.4.2 PC-SAFT results VLE data

The established pure component parameters are used to predict VLE data with the PC-

SAFT model. The predicted VLE data are compared with experimental VLE data, as

measured by the GC-MS headspace. First, the behaviour of decanoic acid:thymol (1:1)-

furfural is shown at one temperature, then at three different temperatures and then com-

pared with the other two DESs. The measurements and methods are the same, but this

is considered to be the most convenient way to explain the observed behaviour. In Figure

4.10 the experimental and predicted VLE data of the mixture of decanoic acid: thymol

(1:1) (as DES) and furfural at 333 K are given, with varying composition.

Figure 4.10: P-x diagram for the system of decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) - furfural. The
symbols represent the experimental data, the dashed line is predicted by the PC-SAFT
model (kij = 0) and the solid lines are the PC-SAFT model prediction with an adjustment
of the binary interaction parameter (kij = 0.065) at 333 K.
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In Figure 4.10 the total pressure in the gas phase is given as a function of the composition.

x1 refers to the molar fraction furfural in the mixture in the liquid phase. In this graph,

the symbols represent the experimental data obtained, the dashed line is the PC-SAFT

prediction and the solid line is the adjusted PC-SAFT model, taking into account kij.

The vapour pressure measured for pure DES (x1 = 0) is 75 Pa, and the vapour pressure

measured for the pure furfural phase (x1 = 1) is 2500 Pa. Although the vapour pressure

for the pure DES phase is not zero, it is negligible in comparison with the vapour pressure

for the pure furfural phase.

Initially, it can be seen that the vapour pressure gradually increases for an increase in

furfural content until it reaches a plateau value around x1 = 0.5. After this point the

vapour pressure is constant and equal to the vapour pressure of pure furfural, indicating

a miscibility gap for the DES:furfural system. This means that additional furfural is no

longer dissolved in the DES. At room temperature the DES and furfural are completely

miscible in each other, but apparently form separate phases at 333 K if there is more than

50 % furfural in the mixture.

It can be observed that the PC-SAFT model describes the general trend from the ex-

perimental data relatively well. The accuracy of the PC-SAFT model is enhanced by

adjusting the binary interaction parameter kij. The dashed line in the graph is when this

parameter is set to zero, or in other words, when the PC-SAFT model is considered to be

complete predictive. By adjusting the kij to 0.065, the absolute average relative deviation

(AARD value is reduced from 27% to 13 %. This small positive value of the binary inter-

action parameter means that the model slightly overestimates the cross-dispersion energy

of the segment-segment interactions between the DES and furfural.

An AARD value of the model with the data of 13% is considered to be large in terms

of thermodynamic modelling. However, given that the error margin within the experi-

mental data itself is 10 %, the AARD value of the model of 13 % is viewed as acceptable.
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This means that with the addition of a binary interaction parameter, the PC-SAFT model

can be used to predict VLE data accurately.

Similar phase behaviour is shown in the work of Kato et al., in which the phase behaviour

of benzene and cyclohexane in a number ILs are compared [43]. For the IL:cyclohexane

system they found miscibility gaps just below x1 = 0.1, while the IL:benzene systems form

an almost ideal mixture, meaning no or small positive deviations from Raoults law, with

only very small miscibility gaps at x1 = 0.9. Based on this, they conclude that ILs are

suitable solvent for the removal of aromatics from aliphatic hydrocarbon mixtures.

An analogous conclusion can be drawn for DES for furfural separation from aqueous solu-

tions, although the P-x diagrams have not been made for the DES water system, because

the DESs used are considered to be very hydrophobic, so negligible interaction between

DES and water can be assumed.
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4.4.3 PC-SAFT Temperature influence

The binary set of decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) and furfural is investigated for several tem-

peratures to investigate the effect of the temperature on the vapour pressure. The total

vapour pressure is displayed in Figure 4.11 as a function of the liquid molar fraction fur-

fural x1. The vapour composition has been left out in this graph, since this is relatively

quick turns into > 95 % furfural and in order keep a clear overview.

Figure 4.11: P-x diagram for the system of decanoic acid:thymol(1:1) - furfural at different
temperatures. The symbols are the experimental data and the lines are the PC-SAFT
prediction with the added kij values.

The symbols represent the experimental data and the lines are the PC-SAFT prediction, all

with their adjusted kij values. The increase in the temperature results in an increase in the

vapour pressure of both components. Although this is barely noticeable for the decanoic
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acid:thymol (1:1) (x1 = 0), this increases from 75 Pa (333 K) to 180 Pa at (353 K) and 500

Pa (373 K), while the pure furfural (x1 = 1) increases from 2500 Pa (333K) to 5500 Pa at

(353 K) and 13000 Pa (373 K). The x1 value at which this plateau is reached, decreases

for increasing temperature. The increase in temperature leads to increased kinetics and

enhancing the transition to the vapour phase. This would implicate that a mixture of x1

= 0.5 of DES:furfural can easily be separated to a x1 = 0.15, by heating it to 373 K. This

could be useful in the hypothetical scenario of an extraction of furfural from water with

DES at room temperature. If this would result in a mixture of DES with a relatively ’high’

loading of furfural,the follow up separation could be easy.

The PC-SAFT prediction describes the behaviour relatively well, for which only a small

kij is added. At the point where the plateau is reached, the PC-SAFT lines demonstrate a

sharp notch. This is because of the way the calculations of the PC-SAFT model are made.

Effectively, the calculations stop when the program recognizes that the pure component

vapour pressure has been reached.
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In Figure 4.12 the DES-furfural binary P-x diagram is displayed for decanoic acid:menthol

(1:1).

Figure 4.12: P-x diagram for the system of decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) - furfural at different
temperatures. The symbols are the experimental data and the lines are the PC-SAFT
prediction with the added kij values.

The symbols represent the experimental data and the lines are the PC-SAFT prediction

with the adjusted kij values. Generally the trends are the same, as for the system of

decanoic acid:thymol in Figure 4.11; the increase in temperature leads to higher vapour

pressures, which are the same for the furfural. The decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) vapour

pressure is slightly different from the decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) but is almost negligible

nonetheless. The same sharp notch is demonstrated. However, the trend in composition

at which this sharp notch is reached is different. For the menthol based DES, the position

of the notch is the same for the 353 K and 373 K at x1 = 0.15. If this trend continues
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at higher temperatures, this could mean that it is difficult to remove the remaining 15%

furfural from the DES.
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In Figure 4.13 the DES-furfural binary P-x diagram is displayed for thymol:lidocaine (2:1).

The symbols represent the experimental data and the lines are the PC-SAFT prediction

with the adjusted kij values. Generally the trends are the same, the increase in temperature

leads to higher vapour pressures, which are the same for the furfural. The only problem

is that the 373 K for the thymol:lidocaine (2:1) is missing, because only few reliable data

points were available.

Figure 4.13: P-x diagram for the system of thymol:lidocaine (2:1) - furfural at different
temperatures. The symbols are the experimental data and the lines are the PC-SAFT
prediction with the added kij values.
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In Figure 4.14 the kij values for the different DES-furfural systems as a function of tem-

perature. In this graph, the symbols represent the kij values and lines are only linear fits

through these points. All their values small and positive. This small positive value of

the binary interaction parameter means that the model slightly overestimates the cross-

dispersion energy of the segment-segment interactions between the DES and furfural. Fur-

thermore they are temperature dependant, linearly as it seems, all with a similar slope.

This means that the PC-SAFT model becomes less reliable at higher temperatures when

it comes to estimating the cross-dispersion energy.

Figure 4.14: The symbols represent the kij values for the different DESs as a function of
temperature. The lines are linear fits through the data points.
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Conclusions and recommendations

5.1 Conclusions

The goal of this work was to effectively separate furfural from an aqueous solution us-

ing deep eutectic solvents combined with the technology of supported liquid membranes.

The performance of these new membranes is evaluated. Two commercial membranes, the

PP2EHF and 32M03A, are combined with three different DESs, thymol:lidocaine (2:1),

decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) and decanoic acid:menthol (1:1). In previous work it was shown

that the transport of furfural is equilibrium limited. This work attempts to overcome this

limitation by evaluating if the SLMs remain stable under vacuum conditions and replacing

the receiving phase with a nitrogen sweep gas.

The prepared SLMs are subjected to vacuum conditions to evaluate if the DESs would

remain inside the pores. It is found that the capillary forces in the largest pores of the

used membrane supports were not large enough to overcome the pressure difference, ex-

cept for the combination of the thymol:lidocaine (2:1) and PP2EHF membrane. Additional

experiments for this SLM revealed that water was leaking through the membrane. It is

suggested that this is due to the changes of the interfacial tension between the DES and

the water inside the pores. Resulting in the fact that none of the SLMs used are suitable

for vacuum pervaporation.

By using a nitrogen sweep flow, a situation is effectively created with zero vapour pressure

furfural on the receiving phase. This approach does not have the same problem with the

pressure difference, preventing the liquid from leaving the membrane pores. In this case,

an effective driving force exist for a longer time period, resulting in >95 % furfural being

almost completely removed after 24h of operation.
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Furthermore, by varying the nitrogen flow, it was found out that the flow should be 5

L min−1 to be able to completely overcome the boundary layer effects at receiving side of

the nitrogen flush. The influence of the three different DESs is also investigated with the

same membrane. The differences in the concentration change are relatively small, and to

better understand this, diffusion coefficients were estimated. The diffusion coefficients for

all the DES-type SLMs were found in the range of 4 10−10m2 s−1. This result was rather

surprising, because the large difference in viscosity. Furthermore,this is about 10 times

higher than what would have been expected based Stokes-Einstein diffusion through the

DESs. This was found to be partially due to the water that was co-transported alongside

the furfural, despite the hydrophobicity of the SLM.

The results for the removal of furfural from the feed phase look promising with the nitro-

gen sweep. However, the recovery of the furfural using a cold trap, was not as successful.

At the applied temperature of -20 ◦C, only a maximum of 26% of the furfural could be

recovered. Furthermore, the results show that water is still passing through the SLM, des-

pite the hydrophobic nature of the DES and the membrane support. While this result was

unexpected and initially undesired, it could in fact be rather convenient. This is because

one of the products that can be made from furfural, cyclopentanon, actually requires water

in its reaction and water can simultaneously act as an suitable solvent. Meaning that the

obtained mixture of 8 wt % furfural in water could directly be used for this specific purpose.

Additionally, to better understand the behaviour and underlying mechanisms of the furfural-

DES interactions, the PC-SAFT model was used. This model was applied to predict

vapour-liquid equilibria between DES and furfural and subsequently compared to exper-

imental values. The DESs were successfully implemented as a pure components in the

PC-SAFT model. Afterwards, the PC-SAFT model was used to predict the general trends

in the VLE diagrams relatively well. It is shown that the accuracy is significantly improved

by adjusting the binary interaction parameter. This means that the model slightly overes-

timates the cross-dispersion energy of the segment-segment interactions between the DES
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and furfural. With the adjustment of the binary interaction parameter, the PC-SAFT

model losses its 100 % predictability and experimental data are still required.
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5.2 Recommendations and outlook

5.2.1 Recovery

Before a similar setup can be effectively used in an industrial application the recovery is

to be improved upon. In the current setup, most of the furfural is lost, due to the lack of

efficient cold trap. The most obvious solution to this problem is to lower the temperature

in the cold bath even further, to increase the ∆T and improve condensation conditions.

Preferably, a cold trap would have a temperature in between the -195 and -20 ◦C, in order

to prevent condensation of nitrogen itself. Another option would be to heat up the nitrogen

sweep gas beforehand, simultaneously facilitating an higher achievable ∆T and promoting

the evaporation at the membrane interface of furfural [20]. Furthermore,in the current

setup, there is no possibility of the condensed water/furfural to exit the system. Combined

with the high nitrogen flow rates, this can result in re-evaporating of the condensed liquid.

5.2.2 Water

An important factor observed in the nitrogen sweep experiments was that water was trans-

ported over the membrane. While this not necessarily a huge problem, the effects it has on

SLM performance and stability should still be investigated. Fortunato et al. studied the

behaviour of water in ILs by using tritiated water and then measuring the tritium activity

[50].
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5.2.3 Temperature

The influence of the temperature on the separation of furfural from aqueous mixtures needs

to be investigated. The reactions of xylose to furfural take place at elevated temperatures

in the range of 110 - 180 ◦C. At higher temperatures the diffusion through the liquid

membrane increases, which results in better permeability performance. On the other hand,

the surface tension decreases with temperature, resulting in lower membrane stability.

The exact consequences of these temperatures on the DESs and membrane support are

unknown. However, the DESs are known to degrade at higher temperatures. Therefore

their lifetime should be researched at higher temperatures.

5.2.4 Separation mixture

In this work, a solution of 1 wt % furfural in water is used as a model mixture. The

mixture in the actual process contains additional components such as mono- and poly-

saccharides, sulfuric acid, polyfurfurals and other by-products. These are initially ignored

based on a number of assumptions. For example, the size of the larger molecules, such

as the polysaccharides and humins, ensure a much lower diffusion rate. The effect of

acids in the mixture is ignored because the used DESs contain acids groups themselves.

However, the pH also influences the activity coefficients in the water, which might have

effects on membrane stability. Adsorption of humic acids can influence the interfacial

tensions of the membrane, also effecting the membrane stability [80]. So whether these

initial assumptions are valid (enough) to disregard the influence of these other components,

should be investigated in the future.
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5.2.5 Membrane adjustments to improve vacuum stability

Other approaches could include changing the membranes that have been investigated. A

membrane support with smaller pores can withstand the pressure differences, but com-

promises on its porosity, meaning that more area would be required. Similar to the study

of Plaza et al., the stability of the SLM could be improved by adding a gelation agent

to the DES [21]. After which a gelation network is formed, with only a small cost to

the permeability of the SLM. Another option would be to use non-porous membranes in

combination with these SLMs. This would be comparable to the work of Sengupta and

Yang in which volatile organic compounds were removed from aqueous solutions [81][82].

Whether a similar setup could be advantageous for the furfural separation is yet to be

investigated, because the non-porous membranes selectivity will play an important role in

the effectiveness of this separation.

5.2.6 Other variations

In other research, the DESs are used as a solvent for the several follow up reactions from

furfural [83, 84]. For these applications, there would be no need for the furfural separation

from the DES, because the DES serves as reaction solvent. Even for these applications,

the membranes support could then still be used, but merely as a membrane contactor.

This process is known as membrane based solvent extraction and can still have advantages

over liquid-liquid extraction, due to the high specific areas of membrane contactors and

decreased chance on emulsification.

One experiment has been done with such a MBSE using the diffusion cells, this is dis-

played in Figure 5.1. The SLM operation is compared to the MBSE, meaning that the full

receiving cell is completely filled with the decanoic acid:thymol (1:1). As can be seen the

furfural decreases faster.
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Figure 5.1: The feed phase concentration change of furfural for a PP2EHF membrane with
decanoic acid. SLM operation(in red) compared to MBSE (in blue).

As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the transport rate is faster than when water is used as
receiving phase. Whether the mixture of this DES and furfural has any potential for
desired reactions, should still be investigated.
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Appendix A

Appendix

Table A.1: Absolute average relative deviation, AARD(%), between experimental densities
and PC-SAFT modeling pure DESs within the temperature range of 288.15 − 323.15 K

DES Number of Datapoints AARD %

thymol : lidociane (2:1) 8 0.144
decanoic acid : thymol (1:1) 8 0.239
decanoic acid : menthol (1:1) 8 0.053
decanoic acid : atropine (1:1) 8 0.147
decanoic acid : lidocaine (4:1) 8 0.060
decanoic acid : lidocaine (3:1) 8 0.062
decanoic acid : lidocaine (2:1) 8 0.055
decanoic acid : N8888 Br (2:1) 8 0.070

Table A.2: AARD values for the PC-SAFT prediction for VLE with the kij

DES Temperature AARD
(K) ( %

decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) 333 13.1
decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) 353 21.0
decanoic acid:thymol (1:1) 373 12.2
decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) 333 34.8
decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) 353 140.0
decanoic acid:menthol (1:1) 373 123.6
thymol:lidocaine (2:1) 333 42.4
thymol:lidocaine (2:1) 353 78.9
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